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Fontane’s “John Maynard”:  History in the Role of Poetry’s Handmaid 

A Close Look at Literary and Historical Precedents  

      

 

     1Theodor Fontane’s ballad “John Maynard” was first published in 1886.  As such, it is 
generally grouped together with his mature and masterfully conceived later works.  In 1965, 
the literary and historical precedents which gave rise to the ballad were elucidated with 
scholarly precision by George Salomon.2  And only two years later, a short but revealing 
article was put out by the editorial staff of Fontane Blätter on the origins of the ship’s name in 
Fontane’s ballad.  This, too, deserves special commendation.3  Both articles reflect great 
critical acumen in their treatment of American and German precedents leading up to 
Fontane’s “John Maynard”.  
 
     One problem, however, did arise.  Delving into possible source material, the scholars of 
the 1960’s strove to reconcile two dissimilar fields of research, the historical and literary 
components, in which considerable time and energy were expended to single out and identify 
an assumed “historical core,” even if the results were uncertain at best.  Pinpointing historical 
coordinates in 19th-century literary works is no easy matter, because they were often printed 
in illustrated family magazines (e.g., Harper’s New Monthly Magazine or The Living Age in 
the USA, The British Workman in Great Britain, or Die Gartenlaube in Germany).  These 
publications often had quite different priorities than merely reporting on current events:  
Character-moulding was part and parcel of their daily agenda.  Readers were readily offered a 
thrilling literary anecdote in which there was an interplay of “simple” household virtues: for 
example, honesty, belief in God, and a hero’s willingness to sacrifice himself Christ-like for 
his fellow man should the call arise.   Also, Fontane himself  felt no sense of compunction in 
employing poetic license to fuse various literary elements in his two famous ballads dealing 
with catastrophes in the Age of the Steam Engine: “The Tay Bridge” (1880) and “John 
Maynard” (1886).  As a result, the historical framework of time and setting could easily be 
unhinged and then refashioned into a poetic framework of the poet’s choosing. 
 
     In the forty years since American versions of “John Maynard” were last discussed, new 
sources have emerged, which allow a reconsideration and reevaluation of the legend’s literary 
and historical precedents.  The new horizons offered by the Internet have thrown open online 
research, which, particularly in the United States, has attained greater transparency.  The 
assessment of material recently discovered indicates a much more intensive literary tradition 
behind the legend of “John Maynard” in North America (as well as in England!) than was 
formerly assumed.  Also, on the basis of an 1854 article4 dealing with the Erie disaster of 
1841, the legend of “John Maynard” must now be regarded as having only tenuous historical 
ties.  In this context, history becomes a sort of “filter” or “stage prop” through which the muse 
of the poetic spirit may make her way.  The upshot:  a literary “mosaic,” artfully pieced 
together, or –viewed historically– a “tapestry,” woven from a multitude of historical threads. 
 
     By way of review, the year 1845 marks the beginning of the “Maynard” legend in the 
United States.  A prose account of the courageous helmsman appeared in a local newspaper in 
Buffalo, New York.  Admittedly, it is legitimate to question, as Salomon rightly pointed out 
long ago, whether the story had not already been published in Britain.5   The anonymous 
writer of the article, whose choice of words ring quite “British”, exhibits a remarkable lack of 
knowledge regarding harbor installations on Lake Erie.  Furthermore, his introductory 
description of Lake Erie was written for readers with no knowledge of the lake.  For an 
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American, such an introduction would have been irrelevant.  As the anonymous article has not 
yet been located in Britain, the year 1845 remains the provisional starting point, although in 
this year no steamer disaster such as that described in the legend occurred on Lake Erie.  Even 
before 1845, there was only one truly spectacular fire on board a ship, a disaster which was 
one of the worst in the entire history of Lake Erie:  the tragic loss of the Erie on August 9th, 
1841, with approximately 175 casualties and only about 30 survivors.6  Strangely, hopes of 
discovering the “historical core” of the “John Maynard” legend were pinned on the ill-fated 
Erie, in which so many people died.  The amazing result: The brave wheelsman of the Erie, a 
man by the name of Luther Fuller, seemed to fill the bill. 
 
     Nonetheless, simply because the circumstances surrounding the loss of the Erie did not 
seem to mesh with the “Maynard” legend, there was a natural propensity to cast a longing 
sidelong glance at other ship conflagrations, even if they had not occurred on Lake Erie.  
Salomon himself admitted the possibility of a fusion of two events as a possible explanation 
of the non-existent Jersey (the name of the ship in the initial 1845 version): 
 

     The transformation of the unfortunate outcome into a fortunate one presumably has 

its origins in an anonymous book entitled Steamboat Disasters and Railroad 

Accidents in the United States, published in 1842. [Salomon’s Footnote 10]  In this 

sensational work, the sinking of the Erie is depicted in detail, yet with no mention of 

Fuller.  Immediately preceding the section dealing with the loss of the Erie, there is a 

report of a fire on board a ship on Lake Champlain in the year 1819, “in which” (thus 

reads the heading) “thanks to the presence of mind and self-possession of the captain, 

not a single soul was lost.” 

 

     Apparently articles reporting on the widely known fire on board the Erie were 

transformed in the hands of the author of “The Helmsman of Lake Erie” into a 

working model to be edited as he pleased, or combined with other related material.  

The story of John Maynard is consequently not a story drawn from American folklore 

but later recorded as a local legend by a writer – a claim often circulated arbitrarily – 

but was from the very start a literary product of a journalist.
7    

 
     Although the tragic fate of the historical Erie could hardly be transformed into the 
miraculous rescue of the passengers and crew on the legendary Swallow (the ship’s name in 
Fontane’s ballad, borrowed from Emil Rittershaus’s ballad, “A German Heart”), the hope 
arose again and again that the historical core must lie in the person of Luther Fuller, the 
wheelsman of the Erie, as a result both of his heroism at the wheel and – as Salomon never 
tired of asserting as a sine qua non –his martyrdom.  That Luther Fuller was in the best of 
company, that it would have been “unthinkable” not to have relied on the unswerving 
commitment of a wheelsman, even to his death, was a well-known fact, and – as shall be seen 
shortly – not merely in North America. 
 
     In the United States, contemporaneous with Fontane,  Samuel Langhorne Clemens (1835 – 
1910), more familiarly known by his nom de plume “Mark Twain,” was America’s most 
popular writer.  His writings symbolized a basic shift away from the “literary hegemony” of 
New England to the young and dynamic America associated with the West.8  His 
autobiography of the five years he spent in a pilot house on the Mississippi was published 
only three years before Fontane’s famous ballad “John Maynard.”  Twain’s Life on the 

Mississippi contains one passage which pays tribute to America’s many “John Maynards”: 
“Episodes in a Pilot’s Life:  Men Who Stick to their Posts.”  Twain points out that in the 
history of pilots on the Mississippi, there were at least six or seven pilots who sacrificed their 
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own lives to save the lives of others.  He goes on to say that there were also at least fifty more 
examples of pilots who were also prepared to die but who narrowly escaped by the skin of 
their teeth.  And then, nearly overcome with emotion, he notes that there had never been a 
single instance of a pilot deserting his post to save his own skin.9 

 

     In spite of the fact that there is no evidence that Luther Fuller had not comported himself 
heroically, there is not one newspaper article in the 1840’s or 1850’s which celebrates and 
honors Fuller’s heroism during the Erie catastrophe.  Even the Niagara Courier – Extra, 
issued on August 12th, 1841, only three days after the disaster, makes no explicit mention of 
Luther Fuller except for the following unhelpful statement: “The steersman was instantly 
directed to put the helm hard a starboard.”  It should also be recalled that the anonymous 1842 
edition of Steamboat Disasters and Railroad Accidents in the United States, which Salomon 
cites in support of his theory that the “Maynard” legend is the result of history being grafted, 

was put out only one year after the Erie disaster and does not even allude to a Luther Fuller, 
let alone a John Maynard.   
 
     The seeds for swiftly equating the Jersey with the Erie are already to be found in the 
introductory comment by the Editor of the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser (September 12th, 
1845), the very article that inaugurates the “Maynard” legend. Yet even in this short 
“historical” introduction, the Editor fumbles by paying homage to McBride (a wheelsman of 
the Erie, who was off duty), not to Luther Fuller! 
 

THE HELMSMAN OF LAKE ERIE. – The story under this head in today’s paper will recall 

to the recollection of many readers the heroic and self-sacrificing devotion of 

McBride, the Helmsman of the Erie, who, during the awful burning of that boat, 

remained at his post until nearly consumed by the flames and when further effort was 

unavailing.  The story is well told, but by one more familiar with the nav[i]gation of 

the ocean than the lakes.  Boats do not ride at anchor off Buffalo.
10 

 
    It goes without saying that the carpet has been pulled out from under Fuller’s feet.  The 
“historical core” is provided nothing to stand on.  It is consequently only natural that a 
frustrated reader may indeed begin to envision the Swallow of Fontane’s ballad winging far 
beyond the shores of Lake Erie (and assuming the contours of a real ship in its own right). 
 
     The 1871 ballad by Emil Rittershaus, “A German Heart”, which is also set on Lake Erie, 
provides yet another sad example of Fuller’s heroism overlooked.  Here again, conjectures 
quickly gained ground that Rittershaus’s ballad was based on the tragedy of the ill-starred 
Erie.  And, indeed, some aspects of the ballad are reminiscent of the Erie.  Yet Rittershaus, 
who had obviously not read about Luther Fuller’s heroism – how could he? – did not choose 
the helmsman as his protagonist.  Instead, a German passenger assumed the hero’s role.11 
 
     An unanswered question in the 1967 article entitled “More about ‘John Maynard’: The 
Ship’s Name, the Swallow,” has to do with the origin of the ship’s name in the first place. 
Although the article quite clearly demonstrated that Fontane had borrowed the name Swallow 
from the steamer’s name in Rittershaus’s ballad, which also plays on Lake Erie, the question 
was not pressed as to where Rittershaus himself got the name.   
 
     On April 7th, 1845, on the Hudson River (!), one of the fastest steamers of that day and age 
suffered shipwreck in a race with the Rochester, when at night “she struck a large rock, took 
fire, broke in two and sank” [cf. caption beneath illustration 1.].  Approximately 40 of the 300 
passengers lost their lives.  The publishing company Currier and Ives issued a moving and 
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graphic portrayal of the disaster.  The name of the ship was the Swallow!  As Rittershaus also 
describes a race as the catalyst of his ballad’s steamer disaster (a race, which, of course, could 
not apply to the Erie), it is quite possible that Rittershaus was familiar with the tragedy of the 
Swallow.  A metamorphosis of the race can be seen in Rittershaus’s ballad in that no other  
ship was involved.  Instead, a wager of ten bottles of whiskey and ten dollars is agreed upon if 
Rittershaus’s Swallow can make harbor thirty minutes ahead of schedule.  In Fontane’s case, 
the “race” is not for whiskey and greenbacks, but to save the lives of the crew and passengers.  
Fontane, a gifted writer, admirably succeeded in building up a time frame of high suspense 
with each dwindling minute intensifying both the anxiety and hopes of those on board as their 
“destination” – death or rescue – drew ever nearer.  
 

     On August 14th, 1854, a newspaper article reporting on the recovery of sunken treasure on 
board the Erie appeared in The Buffalo Democrat.  One month afterwards this article was 
snatched up by Littel’s Living Age (published in Boston, New York and Philadelphia).  It was 
published at the national level on September 23rd, 1854, under the heading, “What the Sea 
Gives Up.”  The article deals with two disparate topics.  On the one hand, there is the 
financial aspect of how much and what kind of treasure was found on the Erie; and, on the 
other hand, there is the very human aspect of the deaths of the ill-fated passengers from 
Europe, whose dreams of a new life in the New World were so cruelly shattered.  Most 
telling, however, is what is left unsaid in the article:  Not a single word alludes to an act of 
heroism or to a heroic helmsman.  If there had been a “historical core” to the legend of “John 
Maynard”, surely a retrospective glance after thirteen years would have, at least in passing,  
paid some tribute to Luther Fuller.12 

   

 
 
  “Lith. & Pub. by N. Currier, 2 Spruce St.. New York”13 
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In the same year (1854), and only two months earlier (in June), the anonymous 1845 prose 
account of “John Maynard” was published once again, but this time at the national level in 

Harper’s New Monthly Magazine.14 
  The Editor went to great pains in his introductory 

remarks to make a clear distinction between a “military” and a “civil” hero.  The reason is 
obvious.  Only six months earlier (in the December 1853 edition), Harper’s had published a 
poem by Henry T. Tuckerman entitled “The Hero of Lake Erie”.  It was dedicated to the 
memory of Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry, who in 1813 had defeated the English fleet in 
the Battle of Lake Erie.  Perry’s success contributed to boosting the self-esteem of the 
fledgling republic.  The undying gratitude of his countrymen has assured Perry’s fame to this 
very day.15   

 

     As Perry’s name was a household word for every American in the mid-19th century, the 
Editor of Harper’s New Monthly had no choice but to invent a completely different caliber of 
hero: one whose feats of heroism excelled those on the battlefield, a hero christened a “soldier 
of humanity”, so that a potential conflict between two Lake Erie heroes could be defused from 
the start.   
 
     Also, a biographical comment was injected (the only recorded instance in the entire history 
of the “John Maynard” legend!), stating that “some three or four years ago,” Maynard had 
served as a fireman in Massachusetts16 and had single-handedly rescued a keg of gunpowder 
from the flames, thus saving the lives of “a score of his fellow-men”.  At this point it should 
be recalled that nearly thirteen years had elapsed since the sinking of the Erie, thus placing the 
Massachusetts fire nine to ten years after the Erie conflagration:  The Massachusetts 
“anecdote” inadvertently posits Maynard’s survival!17  The only apparent “justification” for 
the insertion of the Massachusetts episode is to magnify the qualities of heroism and courage 
as exhibited by a “civil hero”.  The illogical time frame can hardly be taken seriously as 
Maynard is placed in the role of a helmsman “a great many years ago”.  One is reminded of 
the genre of legends set in a misty past and fairy tales commencing with “once upon a time”, 
none of which, by their very nature, can provide an exact date.  The reader is not even 
expected to remember the name “John Maynard”:  “Do you remember him, reader?  Probably 
not.  If you have heard of him at all, you have forgotten him.”  The Editor’s concluding 
comment is laudable in its quixotic effort to combat the frailty of fame after “years have 
rolled away”:  “It is a pleasure to think that when years have rolled away, his [Maynard’s] 
memory will be perpetuated, even in these desultory pages.”   
 
     The fact that the passengers on board the Erie were immigrants from Germany and 
Switzerland in search of a new home in Ohio is nowhere to be found in the legend of “John 
Maynard”.  No mention is ever made that they had all their earthly possessions with them in 
order to establish themselves in the New World.  That John B. Gough, Horatio Alger, Jr. 
(1834 – 1899) and Theodor Fontane have their steamers heading for Buffalo instead of sailing 
west to Detroit (in sharp contrast to the 1845 rendering) is also an incongruity which does not 
jive with immigrants heading west. 
 
     The Editor’s introduction leads up to the anonymous 1845 tale of “John Maynard.”  Here, 
nine years after it was first published in the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser, it is resurrected at 
the national level.  In addition to the deletion of the introductory description of the hustle and 
bustle at the pier in Buffalo before departure18, the remaining lines exhibit three omissions 
dealing with time, Maynard’s age, and – partially due to the deleted harbor scene – the ship’s 
destination. 
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     Whereas the 1845 account has the Jersey leaving Buffalo for Erie, Pennsylvania, on “a 
pleasant May morning”, the 1854 account leaves the time of year completely unspecified.  
Under the assumption that Gough based his own rendering on the 1854 account (or a possible 
reprint between the years 1855 and 1859), he was free to invent his own time frame (Gough’s 
rendering: “one summer afternoon”), which he obviously chose to do.19   
 
As for Maynard’s age, the 1845 version reads:  
 

Old John Maynard was at the wheel; a bluff, weather beaten sailor, tanned by many a 

burning summer day, and by many a winter tempest.   
 
The 1854 version: 
 

He [Maynard] was a bluff, weather-beaten sailor, tanned by many a stormy tempest. 

 

Not only is “old” omitted, but also “many a burning summer day”.  The illogical “tanned by 
many a stormy tempest” may well have been discarded as a possible reference to the 
helmsman’s age.  This could explain why Gough makes no reference to Maynard’s age. 
 
And, finally, the ship’s destination in the 1854 version is somewhat murky.  Whereas the 
Buffalo harbor scene in the 1845 version made it abundantly clear what the point of departure 
was, this scene was completely deleted in the 1854 rendering.  The Editor in his introductory 
comment fails to give the slightest hint as to the ship’s destination.  When the actual tale 
begins, we read the following statement: 
 

It was about four o’clock in the afternoon, and the nearest land, in the neighborhood 

of the town of Erie, on the southern shore of the lake, was about ten miles distant. 

(lines 34-37) 
 
“The nearest land” is not necessarily the ship’s destination.  Later while Maynard was being 
plied with questions from the frightened womenfolk, he responded: 
 
  There was no boat; it had been left in Buffalo to be repaired. (lines 73-74) 
 
Although this line is fairly direct and might suggest that not merely a life boat “had been left 
in Buffalo” but that the ship itself had departed from Buffalo, Gough wrote:  
 
  He [Maynard] was a pilot from Detroit to Buffalo one summer afternoon.  At 

that time, those steamers seldom carried boats.  
 
It would seem that the “life boat” passage, the only passage providing a clipped comment as 
to the point of departure, was misread by Gough.  In Gough’s own rendering, the life boat  
was no longer being repaired in Buffalo.  Instead, Gough’s unnamed steamer simply never 
carried life boats, which he claims to be the general practice.  Here again, as a result of the 
omission of the harbor scene and scant reference to destination coupled with a possible 
misreading by Gough himself, the point of departure and destination of Maynard’s steamer 
were reversed. 
 

   Apart from the obvious textual link between the 1854 version and Gough’s own rendering, 
the “Maynard” anecdote of 1854 is also significant for the following reasons:  It proves that 
the 1845 tale had not been short-lived– as was formerly assumed by Salomon20  – and that it 
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was now accessible to readers (including ministers21, orators and poets) throughout the 
country.   
 
     Salomon’s theory as to the origin of the name “John Maynard” presupposes a pedantic 
journalist or writer meticulously researching every detail of the Erie disaster in 1841, even 
though the very same writer did not bother to acquaint himself with the appearance of 
Buffalo’s harbor installations.  He also assumes that the writer busied himself with a list of 
names of the members of the “coroner’s jury” (those individuals charged with identifying 
casualties) and then picked out a rather “uncommon name”, which he then elevated to that of 
his hero.  The process of selection, which Salomon describes, somehow seems to miss the 
point:  There should be something in the name “Maynard” to give rise to the “brave 
helmsman.”  But where is it?  Salomon delineates his conclusions in the following manner: 
 

As for the names being changed, according to newspaper reports there was among the 

members of the coroner’s jury a certain Robert H. Maynard, an obviously respected 

citizen of Buffalo, who, during the previous year, had been a member of the board of 

trustees of the municipal orphanage. It may be assumed that the name Maynard, 

whether consciously or unconsciously, was taken from the official report; the name is 

not so common that a coincidental correspondence would be likely.
22 

 
     First of all, the names “John Maynard” and “Robert Maynard” deserve closer scrutiny.  
Beginning with the given name “John”, surveys indicate that around 1800 it was the most 
popular Christian name for boys in England and Wales.23  In Oxfordshire, England, six 
decades later in the year 1861, “John” ranked second, following “William” in first place.  
“Robert” came in tenth in popularity.24  The name “Robert” is of Old German origin meaning 
“bright fame”.  The name “John” is of Hebrew origin meaning “The Lord is gracious”.25  If 
both popularity and meaning are taken into consideration, a shift from the two-syllable 
“Robert” to the monosyllable “John” is feasible.  The Christian tenor of all the “Maynard” 
renderings is apparent.   
 
     The surname “Maynard” (of Norman origin but ultimately Germanic) means – as might 
well be expected – “the brave man” or “the strong man”.  As early as the 11th century it was 
recorded in the Domesday Book of Norfolk and in the 12th century as a surname in its own 
right.26  In the U. S. census of 1990 “Maynard” was ranked as the 657th most common 
surname out of a total of 90,483 surnames.27  In the year 1850, the name “Maynard” was 
“fairly” common in New York, Massachusetts, Delaware and Maryland (with an average 
distribution of 1 to 1000 inhabitants).28  Although such surveys and statistics indicate that 
“Maynard” was not and is not an uncommon name, they are by no means sufficient to evoke 
in the reader a feeling of awe for the name “John Maynard”.  Yet the name “Robert Maynard” 
tells a completely different story:  As a lieutenant in the British navy, Maynard is closely 
associated with the colonial period of the English colonies in North America.  For as one of 
the greatest heroes in the maritime history of North America, his name shines forth as the man 
who put an end to the “scourge” of the Atlantic coastline in the year 1718, the year when the 
notorious Edward Teach, popularly known as “Blackbeard”, “lost his head”: 
 

Teach and Maynard on the quarter 

Fought it out most manfully; 

Maynard’s sword did cut him shorter, 

Losing his head he there did die. 

   (Final stanza in the ballad by young Benjamin Franklin, probably only twelve years old)
29
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     To this very day the name “Blackbeard” has been regarded as the quintessence of all that is 
evil.  The name of the “good man” who rid us of him – one of history’s boyish pranks? – has 
long been forgotten.30

 

 

     Although the Erie sank with a frightening toll of casualties, whereas the Phoenix on Lake 
Champlain offered all the elements of a well-executed rescue (and by a dashing young captain 
who survived – not by “Old John Maynard,” as in the 1845 rendering31, who died), and 
although the name “Maynard” can only evoke an aura of greatness in conjunction with a 
battle against the “forces of evil, ” e.g., Maynard vs. “Blackbeard” – in spite of these 
considerations – scholars and historians have clung desperately to Luther Fuller’s shirttails, 
for he, and only he, the wheelsman of the Erie, seemed to embody the historical core behind 
the legend.   
 
      In 1893, fifty-two years after the 1841 disaster, the Buffalo Daily Courier

32 recalled the 
blaze, and interviewed a few of the “rapidly diminishing” number of people who had 
witnessed the conflagration.  Those interviewed had not been passengers or crewmen on the 
Erie, but had either viewed the tragedy from the shore or remembered how others, for 
instance, a deceased husband or brother had attempted to find survivors with row boats.  One 
woman was even able to rescue a “small cherry stand with a drawer that had floated ashore.” 
(An alleged survivor of the Erie, a certain Andrew W. Blila, who will shortly receive 
consideration, was not interviewed.)  The article makes the following statement about Fuller: 
“Wheelman Fuller stood at the wheel and kept the boat headed for the nearest land till he was 
burned to death.”  This statement of 1893 is starkly reminiscent of Captain Titus’s testimony 
of 1841, and appears to be a mere, if somewhat abbreviated, recapitulation.  No “eyewitness” 
makes this statement.  No details are given.  There is no graphic description of Fuller’s body 
brought ashore or a funeral mourning his act of bravery.  Instead, the statement is simply 
thrust upon the reader with no reference as to its origins or with any additional support from a 
“survivor”.  Unfortunately, Captain Titus could not be given the opportunity to elaborate on 
or revise his own testimony at such a late date, because – according to the article – he had 
drowned only “a few years” after the Erie disaster.  The 1841 statement by Captain Titus and 
the pale imitation of his testimony in 1893 provide (to date) the sum total of homage paid to 
Luther Fuller in the 19th century press. 
 
     On September 1st, 1912, twenty-one years after the 1893 article, a different story was told, 
and this time by what was probably the only remaining survivor of the Erie disaster.  The 
man’s name was Andrew W. Blila, who was the acting treasurer of the Erie Country 
Historical Society, a position which would seem to command both respect and credibility.   
The newspaper article appeared in the Buffalo Express entitled “Myths of the Great Lakes” by 
Frederick J. Shepard.  The 1912 article provides an unfortunately flawed interpretation of the 
“Maynard” legend, stating that Gough had based his prose version on Alger’s ballad, although 
Alger in 1895 had already paid tribute to Gough as his source of inspiration.  Also, the date of 
Alger’s composition was mistaken.  Yet, on the bright side, the article offers a mirror of the 
times, and allows us a candid glimpse of the way Fuller himself, suddenly still alive and 
kicking up to the year 1900, was viewed by his contemporaries only twelve years after his 
alleged death.33  Both Shephard’s account and an excerpt from the History of Erie County, 
published four years earlier by John Miller, assert that Blila was on board the Erie as a call 
boy.34  Salomon openly attacked Blila, asserting not only that Blila had not been serving on 
the Erie but also that Blila had wantonly undermined Fuller’s “legacy”, either deliberately or, 
as a result of possible senility (a cruel twist).35

  The reason for the attack was that Blila’s 
testimony seemed to undermine Salomon’s theory of the historical core.   
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     Shephard asserts that Blila in no way questioned the integrity or courage of Fuller during 
the Erie conflagration.  Blila, however, claimed that Fuller, “the last man to leave the 
steamer”, did survive the disaster.  In spite of the fact, according to Blila, that Fuller had 
fallen on “evil days” and spent his final years in a state of penury under a false name at the 
Erie county (Pennsylvania) almshouse, no derogatory comment about Fuller’s conduct or 
misdemeanors was broached.  In retrospect, there was even sincere regret expressed by the 
writer that Fuller’s last wretched days might have been made a bit more bearable if only he 
had been awarded a grant from the Carnegie Hero’s Fund!   
 
     Captain Titus’s succinct testimony in 1841, to the effect that Fuller perished in the 
conflagration, deserves a closer look: 
 

“I was the last person who left the Erie; when I left her, I heard much confusion but 

saw no person:  I think Fuller remained at the wheel and never left it until burned to 

death; he was always a resolute man in obeying orders.”
36

 [Emphasis in the original]  
 

Both Captain Titus and Blila claimed Fuller had acted heroically.  In this regard, Blila is 
above reproach.  The clashing claims have nothing to do with cowardice but revolve around 
survival (according to Blila) versus martyrdom (according to Titus).   
 
     Yet Captain Titus’s testimony is based on conjecture rather than fact..  Although he asserts 
that he was the last person to leave the Erie, he did so when there was “much confusion”.  
Whether “confusion” is a reference to the ship on fire and the bellowing smoke, or the sound 
of parts of the ship exploding, or the cries for help from drowning and burnt passengers, the 
fact remains that Titus “saw no person”.  His praise of Fuller’s courage is based on the man he 
knew, not the man he saw.  Titus “thinks” that Fuller was “burned to death”; he does not know 
this as a fact.  Yet Salomon takes Titus’s convictions as a statement of fact. It is as this point 
that the reader must decide what he or she should believe, because there is no concrete 
evidence establishing Fuller’s death.   
 
     The best (and only) argument in support of Salomon’s “Fuller” thesis is the following 
simple question: Is Captain Titus’s testimony the stuff legends are made of?  The answer – 
how could it be otherwise? – is a resounding “Yes!”.  The only problem with this easy 
solution is that Titus’s “statement” was not snatched up by the American press.  The 
“Maynard” legend, to quote Salomon, was a “literary product of a journalist”.  Its lifeblood 
was the press.  But what about the “Fuller” legend?  The tragic aspect about Luther Fuller’s 
“legacy” is that his heroism received no significant coverage of any kind in the American 
press: either in 1841, when the Erie sank, or in 1842, in the book quoted by Salomon, or in 
1845, the very year in which a man named John Maynard makes his “world debut” (where the 
Editor praises Jerome McBride and forgets Luther Fuller), or in 1854, in the article “What the 
Sea Gives Up”, when the valuables on board the Erie were finally recovered but not one word 
about a heroic helmsman was uttered.  Put another way, Fuller’s act of heroism was snuffed 
out as a completely insignificant historical footnote.  But the legend of “John Maynard”, the 
man who dutifully stuck to his post, even unto death, and thereby saved the lives of 
passengers and crew, that “John Maynard” lived on.  The legend of Luther Fuller could not be 
marred by Fuller’s survival until 1900 (or enhanced by his death in 1841).  Instead, it died in 
the bud only to experience a rather useless resurrection long after Gough, Alger and Fontane 
had breathed life into the “Maynard” legend.   
 
     The driving force behind the dissemination of the legend of “John Maynard” is to be found 
in the person of John Bartholomew Gough (1817 – 1886).  Although regarded in a rather 
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patronizing manner by Salomon,37 Salomon nonetheless arrived at the conclusion – after a 
meticulous textual analysis of Fontane’s ballad compared with Gough’s own prose rendering 
and Horatio Alger’s ballad of “John Maynard” – that Gough, not Alger, was Fontane’s source 
of inspiration.38   Alger, in his autobiographical essay, “How I came to Write ‘John 
Maynard,’” pays tribute to Gough as his source in the summer of 1866.39  Uncertain of an 
earlier date and without any earlier documentation to rely on, Salomon conservatively placed 
the composition of Gough’s own rendering in the very same year.40  The following material 
has only recently been discovered: 
 

  The Living Age (October 1860, Boston) and  
The British Workman (November 1863, London).41 

 
     The Living Age reports on Gough’s return from “his native England” and provides the 
complete text of his “John Maynard” prose version, adding that it had been “related in one of 
his recent [my emphasis] speeches”.  If “recent” can be taken at face value, Gough’s anecdote 
was composed in 1860 at the latest, and 1859 at the earliest, thus moving the date of 
composition back six (or possibly seven) years.   
 
     Gough, nowadays sadly forgotten, was one of the most famous and influential public 
orators of the 19th century, both in Britain and America.  Sent to the United States as a twelve-
year-old to begin an apprenticeship, he was uprooted and torn away from his parental home.  
With no-one to lean on, he later became an alcoholic.  Only after he had come under the 
influence of the temperance movement, was he able to free himself from the evils of drink.  
Afterwards, out of sheer gratitude, he began to preach and lecture against hard liquor as a 
social evil.  Possessing a natural talent in both acting and sermonizing,42 it is not hard to 
imagine the masterful intonation, gesticulation, and vocal role shifting of this gifted individual 
as he spun his tales of human hardship.  His audience, rapt in his spell, remained entranced to 
the tear-jerking climax (characterized in The Living Age as “Sensation”).  And then, when his 
listeners were still enthralled and deeply moved by the tale, Gough would (cunningly) launch 
his plea for the “movement”:   
 

He sacrificed his life to save the lives of others.  It is worth a greater effort to save a 

man from moral ruin – to save a child from drunkenness than from fire.
 

 

Three years and one month later in London, England, the Goughian “epilogue,” with one 
deletion and one addition, would read as follows: 
 

He sacrificed his life to save the lives of others.  Noble John Maynard!  It is worth a 

greater effort to save a man from moral ruin. 

 
     Gough grasped the psychology of the moment.  The tactic of moving the audience to help 
others at the conclusion of a recital, at the very moment the listeners are overcome by the tale, 
is neither mentioned nor discussed in Salomon’s two “John Maynard” essays.  This may be 
due to the fact that the “elocution books,” where Salomon found Gough’s version, are of a 
much later date (1872 – 1878)43 and no doubt simply discarded Gough’s appeal to his 
listeners as an extraneous literary embarrassment, unworthy of inclusion.   
 
     A fascinating theory is whether Fontane may indeed have somehow stumbled onto one of 
the early magazine versions, which still contained Gough’s two-line “ugly-duckling” appeal 
for the temperance movement and moral betterment.  In the mind and imagination of a poet 
versed in the psychology and potential of dramatic tragedy, Gough’s appeal for moral 
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“realignment” (“awakening” and “rebirth” are perhaps more common terms) could be 
radically transformed into the moral impact of Maynard’s life and death on the inhabitants of 
Buffalo, thus leading to the “beautiful swan” of Fontane’s epilogue, and the creation of a 
masterfully executed triptych, a structural composition reminiscent of the twin ballad, “The 
Tay Bridge.”  

 
     Gough represents a spiritual bridge uniting two kindred countries, the Unites States and 
Great Britain.  It was also due to Gough’s stature that the London-based monthly magazine, 
The British Workman (established in 1855), which was committed to both the temperance 
crusade and the preservation of the Christian faith, accepted with pleasure Gough’s rendering 
of “John Maynard”.  The lucky discovery of this issue in early June of 2007 adds a new 
dimension to the legend of “John Maynard.”44 
 
     The large magazine cover (14.7” x 11”) depicts an aging John Maynard on the bridge, not 
at the helm!  Held in his right hand, half his hat projects as a visor in front of his forehead so 
that he can better judge the rapidity of the approaching flames.  His face reflects both 
consternation and determination; he understands what lies before him.  Yet he does not look 
straight ahead; his left eye seems to be slightly raised heavenwards, perhaps a hint that he has 
already placed his fate in God’s hands.  The wooden rail Maynard grasps with his left hand 
could possibly acquire a Biblical connotation, the cross Christ died on.  In the background and 
standing somewhat beneath the bridge, three men can be made out; each man seems moved in 
a different way.  Two of them are reaching towards Maynard with outstretched arms, their 
eyes focused upwards towards Maynard’s head, their faces expressing both reverence and fear 
(the figure to the left) and the agony of Maynard’s impending death (the figure to the right 
whose distorted hands are raised in despair).  The man in the middle stares directly into the 
flames as if transfixed; his eyes seem to look beyond the curtain of death.  The dramatic 
depiction of John Maynard’s fate was executed in a highly original and evocative manner by a 
gifted illustrator, who chose to remain anonymous.    
 
     Although the illustration is unsigned, a small but conspicuous element is to be seen in the 
lower left-hand corner, the ornate monogram “JG”.  Could it stand for John Gough?  One 
thing is certain: The unusual and dramatic portrayal of John Maynard was not the work of 
John Gough himself.  On page 426 of this issue, the following statement is made:  “Our artist 
[my emphasis] has shown John Maynard on the ‘Bridge,’ not at the Helm.”  If John Gough 
was not the artist and the monogram still refers to his person, then a fascinating possibility 
deserving consideration is whether Gough himself commissioned the illustration.   
 
     On the first page of this issue (page 426) in the upper left-hand column, under the heading 
“Brave John Maynard,” John Bartholomew Gough’s rendering of the legend is printed with 
only minor deviations from the 1860 anecdote found in The Living Age.  But then the reader is 
in for a surprise:  Directly beneath Gough’s prose rendering, the very first “John Maynard” 
ballad composed by an anonymous poet(ess) named “Josephine” catches the reader’s eye!  
Here again, one begins to wonder if Gough had commissioned an accompanying ballad to 
complement his own anecdote.  Indeed, upon closer examination, the entire issue of this 
popular British monthly begins to assume the contours of a magazine especially tailor-made 
for John B. Gough.  It bears the stamp of Gough’s personality and religiosity from the first to 
the last page.   
 
     The ballad of “John Maynard” is truly international: “Josephine” in Britain, Alger in the 
United States and Fontane in Germany.  All three renderings stem from Gough’s prose 
anecdote. What follows is an attempt to evaluate the British rendering: 
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     The first teasing stanza of Josephine’s ballad makes it immediately clear that Josephine has 
never heard of “John Maynard” and feels that he/she is not alone in this regard.  
Unfortunately, the second line can also be interpreted to mean that even after 
Maynard’s heroic act and sacrifice, his name was forgotten.  This dilettantish introduction 
with the very general reference to “North America” (Lake Erie is not even mentioned!) has 
very little in common with Gough’s own version. 
 
     The extraordinary number of synonyms dealing with “fear” – “horrid shout” (VI.1), 
“appalling, wild and drear” (VI.2), “dismayed with terror sore” (IX.2), as well as the threefold 
repetition of words of the same root, e.g., “sight of dread” / “uproar dread” (V.3, XI.4) and 
“dreadful clouds of smoke”(X.1) – gives rise to the suspicion that any attempt to create a 
moving and vivid portrayal of the disaster in order to awaken feelings of “terror” in the reader 
has gone terribly awry.  Gough’s much more vivid prose account does not require such 
unnecessary “deadwood”.  Even the crowning conclusion of the ballad describes Maynard’s 
ascension into heaven with one Spartan line (XV.4) and limps to “heaven” with the 
unfortunate feminine alternate rhyme “given” and “heaven”.  Fontane, on the other hand, had 
a brilliant idea as to how to render the rather abstract theological notion of the “ascension” of 
the heroic helmsman into a graphic portrayal of poetic proportions:  In his masterfully 
executed epilogue, the reader is moved by the poetic response of the entire city of Buffalo.  
As a consequence, the imaginative powers of the reader are given free rein to come to terms 
emotionally both with the significance of Maynard’s heroic deed and his ultimate ascension 
into heaven. 
 
     In retrospect, the ballad by the anonymous “Josephine” must sadly be relegated to the 
“peanut gallery” of “Maynard” ballads.  Later in the United States, anthologies would be put 
out with Gough’s prose text and Alger’s ballad side by side.45  This, of course, was a 
constellation far superior to Gough and Josephine. 
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      “The ship on Fire; and the noble Pilot who saved 500 of his fellow-creatures, but sacrificed his own life.”  
(The original issue of The British Workman is in the author’s private collection.) 

The mysterious monogram “JG” (lower left-hand corner of the cover page)  A hint that John 

Gough himself commissioned both the illustration and the ballad? 
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The very first attempt (November 1863) by the anonymous poet(ess) “Josephine” to render 

Gough’s prose version into ballad form: 

 
I) In North America once lived 

     A man unknown to fame; 

(Methinks, that very few have heard 

     Of brave John Maynard’s name!) 
 
II) A skilful pilot he was bred; – 

     In God was his delight; – 

His head was clear – his hands were strong– 

     His hopes seemed ever bright. 
 
III) Once, from Detroit to Buffalo 

     A steamer plied her way; 

And honest John stood at the helm, 

     That lovely summer day. 
 
IV) Well filled with joyous passengers– 

     She cut the waters wide; 

Leaving a silver line of light 

     Along the foaming tide. 
 
V) But suddenly her captain starts! 

     His cheek is white as snow! 

O, sight of dread! – Light wreathes of smoke 

     Come curling from below! 
 
VI) Then rose the horrid shout of fire! 

     Appalling, wild and drear! 

A boat the steamer carried not– 

     Nor human aid was near! 
 
VII) All hands to instant work were called! 

     Alas!  All toil was vain! 

The fury of the raging flames 

     No effort might restrain! 
 
VIII) “How long ‘ere Buffalo be reached?”  

     Arose an eager cry; 

“About three quarters of an hour,” 

     John Maynard made reply. 

IX) Then forward rush the passengers– 

     Dismayed with terror sore! 

John Maynard at the helm still stands, 

     As stedfast as before! 
 
X) Now dreadful clouds of smoke arise, 

     And sheets of flame divide! 

“John Maynard, are you at the helm?” 

     The captain loudly cried. 
 
XI) “Ay, aye, sir!” was the quick reply. 

     “Then say, how does she head?” 

“South-east by east,” – the answer came 

     Above the uproar dread. 
 
XII)“Head her south-east!”the captain  

                          shouts, 

     “And run her quick ashore.” 

“Ay, aye, sir!” but the quick response 

Was feebler than before. 
 
XIII) “John Maynard! can you yet hold on 

     Five minutes longer still?” 

The captain’s ear scarce caught the words, – 

     “By God’s good help I will!” 
 
XIV) Scorched were the old man’s face and 

hair; 

     One hand disabled hung; – 

Yet with the other to the wheel 

     As to a rock he clung! 
 
XV) He beached the ship! –to all on board 

     A landing safe was given; – 

But as the latest leaped on shore, 

     John Maynard rose to heaven. 

 
 
 
     In the second column of this issue of The British Workman, directly beside Gough’s 
“Brave John Maynard!”, there is yet another moving tale of a brave helmsman, “Brave James 
Maxwell!”  The year this issue was put out was 1863.  Yet the cover story of “John Maynard” 
goes back roughly two decades.  The story of James Maxwell is set in the year 1827.  It is 
obvious that The British Workman was not concerned with current events or “breaking news”.  
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Its priorities were of another order: its object was to find select anecdotes, which would serve 
in strengthening public morals and the Christian faith.   
 

Brave James Maxwell ! 
 

     JAMES MAXWELL, of Glasgow, was a pilot.  He belonged to a family of sturdy and 
energetic men, and inherited their qualities.  In 1827 he was employed to pilot a fine steam-
ship – the Clydesdale – from the river Clyde to the west coast of Ireland.  Everyone knows  
the terrors of our rock girt coast.  The weather was rough but no danger was apprehended.  A 
foe more dreadful even than tempest was destined to attack the vessel.  They had just reached 
the most difficult part of the Galway coast46, when the vessel was discovered to be on FIRE!  
The flames burst through the paddlebox.  The pilot, of course, had charge of the vessel, and 
his place was on the quarter gallery where the heat was most intense.  He had to put back, and 
the passengers were gathered to the bow, the rapid rush of the vessel through the water 
keeping that part cool, while it carried the flames and smoke backward to the quarter gallery.  
There stood the pilot like a martyr at the stake!  for the only chance of safety to the passengers 
was his keeping to his post.  The master and crew did their very best to keep the place on 
which he stood as cool as possible, by deluging it with water.  But soon the cabin under him 
was on fire, still he never flinched.  He certainly gave himself up, for he breathed a prayer, 
“Oh God, provide for my wife, my mother, and my child [sic:children], and enable me to do 
my duty.” 
 
     His feet were actually roasted on the deck, but he contrived  to run the ship into a creek 
alongside a ledge of rock, and there every creature got safe on shore – all uninjured except the 
gallant man to whom they all, under God, owed their lives.  He was a terrible spectacle of 
suffering; not only were his feet disabled, but his sturdy frame was reduced to the utmost 
emaciation.  His hair turned grey.  He looked ten years older that one night. 47 
 
     It is not on earth that such deeds are rewarded. 
 
     Messrs. Chambers brought his case before the public, but the brave pilot did not live to 
realize the full benefit of a subscription that was raised for him.  His wife did not long survive 
him.  His children were aided in their education by the funds raised.  But their best inheritance 
was their father’s example.                                                                                    B. 
 
     “Brave John Maynard!” and “Brave James Maxwell”, two tales of the “good man”:  the 
one set on Lake Erie; the other, off the west coast of Ireland.  There can be no doubt that both 
stories, with parallel action and plot, were placed side by side with an obvious intention.  The 
two protagonists clearly instruct the reader that such acts of heroism are not restricted to Lake 
Erie.  The reader sees that (quite naturally) Great Britain, too, possesses such a tradition of 
sacrifice for one’s fellow man.  And the zealous “sermon” of conversion behind the two 
anecdotes is that by instilling a feeling of reverence and gratitude in the readers – through the 
moving example of a Maynard or a Maxwell – they, too, can see their lives transformed and 
open to the values and courage of two martyrs of the 19th century. 
 
     Apart from the “John Maynard” fireworks in The British Workman (e.g., cover illustration, 
twofold heroic epic, and the very first “John Maynard” ballad, all tied together with a 
considerable number of additional maritime tales and other anecdotes, particularly lambasting 
such vices as avarice and alcoholism48), it is noteworthy that this magazine was available to 
readers living abroad:  “The Publisher will forward packets of the ‘British Workman’ to any 
part of the United Kingdom, Channel Islands, Shetland and Orkney Isles, France, or Belgium, 
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POST FREE, ….”49 
 Also, in the upper right-hand corner of the cover page, one finds: 

“Registered for Transmission Abroad”. 
 
     Although The British Workman had clearly set foot on the European mainland, it must be 
assumed that Fontane’s ballad was composed at a much later date: definitely not before 1871, 
as the Lake Erie ballad by Emil Rittershaus (1834 – 1897), “A German Heart”, had not yet 
been published in the Leipzig Gartenlaube.  As the short essay by the editorial staff of the 
Fontane Blätter in 1967 convincingly demonstrates, Fontane borrowed the name of his ship, 
the Swallow, from Emil Rittershaus’s ballad.  Furthermore, if the lightning composition of 
Fontane’s “twin” catastrophe ballad, “The Tay Bridge,” is taken into consideration, it must be 
assumed that Fontane required very little time to write “John Maynard”.50

 

 

     Admittedly, this essay does not answer the question of when or how Fontane found his 
source material.  Fontane himself – this much seems certain, at least to date – never provided 
a written statement on this account as did Horatio Alger, Jr.  It may, however, be supposed 
that hardly a year had transpired between composition (probably the summer of 1885) and 
publication (1886).51 
 
     On the other hand, this essay provides clear points of demarcation as to the circulation and 
dates of origin of American and British renderings.  It has established that the anonymous 
1845 prose rendering was reprinted at the national level in abbreviated form in 1854.  It is 
now clear that Gough’s prose rendering was in circulation six (or possibly seven) years prior 
to the date assumed by Salomon.  It is also apparent that Gough based his own version not on 
the 1845 article published in Buffalo, New York, but on the shortened reprint published in 
Harper’s New Monthly Magazine in New York City nine years later (or on a possible reprint 
of that article between 1855 and 1859).  The “Maynard” issue of The British Workman in 
1863 not only exemplifies the twin traditions of the brave helmsman in both Britain and the 
U.S., it also provides the first “John Maynard” ballad, although decidedly inferior to Alger’s 
and Fontane’s.  Also, there is reason to believe that both the illustration (which is well-
executed) and the ballad were commissioned by Gough personally. 
 
     The theory of a “historical core” behind the legend of “John Maynard” in the person of 
Luther Fuller has also been examined in detail, the upshot being that there is simply no 
documentation in the critical 1840’s and 1850’s in the American press which would lend 
credence to the helmsman of the Erie serving as the basis of the “Maynard” legend.  Instead, 
the “Brave Helmsman” comes into play wherever ships have sailed, even off the coast of 
Galway, Ireland:  “John Maynard” has more than one mortal as its starting point.  It must be 
viewed from a broader perspective as the embodiment of a historical archetype and living 

tradition, while Luther Fuller, as well as all the other steadfast and courageous wheelsmen, 
who, in the words of Mark Twain, “stick to their posts,” are part and parcel of the tradition 
“John Maynard” addresses. 
 
     The question Fontane asks, “Who is John Maynard?” can have a number of answers in 
America.  His name could even be “Jim Bludso” by John Hay (1838 – 1905), a ballad 
published in the same year (1871) as “A German Heart” by Emil Rittershaus.  The ballad by 
the writer and statesman John Hay plays on the Mississippi.  Jim “were n’t no saint” and his 
human weakness was that he indulged in two wives (“One wife in Natchez-under-the-Hill / 
And another one here, in Pike”).  In spite of his circumstances, “he never lied, – / I reckon he 
never knowed how.”  The thesis of a living tradition behind the legend of the “Brave 
Helmsman”, receives yet further support in that the composition of Hay’s “Jim Bludso” was 
completely independent of “John Maynard”.52

  When the boilers of Jim’s old steamer, the 
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Prairie Belle, overheat during a race on the Mississippi, the ship catches fire.  Jim’s “religion” 
told him what to do: 

And this was all the religion he had, – 

To treat his engine well; 

Never be passed on the river; 

To mind the pilot’s bell; 

And if ever the Prairie Belle took fire, – 

A thousand times he swore 

He’d hold her nozzle agin the bank 

Till the last soul got ashore. 

 
Jim, like Maynard, is the only casualty.  Jim, too, ascended to heaven: “And Bludso’s ghost 
went up alone / In the smoke of the Prairie Belle.”  Admittedly, many a conservative Christian 
was incensed that a “bad man” (living a bigamous life of sin) could escape hellfire through 
one final and glorious act of bravery (“And Christ ain’t a going to be too hard / On a man that 

died for men.”).53  Yet Hay’s ballad, written in the rough vernacular of the West, remained 
one of the most popular and beloved examples of the untamed American spirit even into the 
early 20th century.  (Even Teddy Roosevelt in the year 1902 enjoyed reading this ballad by his 
Secretary of State John Hay to his children, which “perfectly enthralled them.”.54 

 

     After a survey of the scope of the “Maynard” tradition in the United States and Britain, it is 
only fitting that tribute should be paid to the German ballad which that tradition led up to.  
Theodor Fontane’s greatness and strength as a poet can most easily be comprehended by an 
examination of those characteristics of his “Maynard” ballad which are not to be found in the 
Gough rendering he drew upon.  The graceful ease with which Fontane was able to move 
from one literary epoch to another affords an additional point of reference.  A third point is 
also paramount; for with advancing age, Fontane became ever more aware of the genuine 
need for a different sort of “nobility”: 
 

…a new nobility, even should it gain ascendancy without a “von,” a new nobility, 

which really gives the world something to hold on to, modern role models (as this is 

the true task of nobility), which, morally and intellectually, advance the interests of the 

world whilst not wasting away their mission in life by selfishly seeking to preserve 

things which have already died.
55

 

 

     One of the fountainheads of the German ballad form termed Kunstballade of the second 
half of the 18th century was Gottfried August Bürger (1747 – 1794).  Bürger, like Fontane’s 
friend and colleague Emil Rittershaus, receives scant treatment in German literature at the 
Gymnasium level nowadays.  Yet he, long after his death, exerted considerable influence upon 
Fontane’s “Tay Bridge” and “John Maynard”.  Fontane had frequently made reference to 
Bürger’s ballad, “The Song of the Good Man”, composed for the “Golden Compass” Masonic 
Lodge to be recited on Midsummer Day, 1777.56  Fontane’s statement: “…Like the tollman in 
Bürger’s ballad, [I have] finally found my ‘good man’.”57

  In Bürger’s ballad, the notion of 
“nobility,”58 or that which constitutes “nobility of character”, receives a new and 
revolutionary stamp.  That a humble farmer (perhaps the word “peasant” also applies) could 
be “nobler” than a count – in that day and age – was a call for revolution, and Bürger openly 
supported the French Revolution in his poetry:  
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By God! the count was a high-minded man. 

Yet nobler and more celestial, truly! was the farmer’s heart blessed, 

A simple farmer in his coarse jacket dressed. 

“The Song of the Good Man”, Stanza 18 
59 

 
     Fontane’s two ballads dealing with disasters in the Age of 19th-Century Technology, “The 
Tay Bridge” and “John Maynard”, draw from Bürger’s ballad, “The Song of the Good Man”. 
The ballad was composed for recital at The Golden Compass Masonic Lodge in Göttingen, 
Lower Saxony, on Midsummer Day, 1777, not quite one year after the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence in Philadelphia.  Bürger, like his contemporaries Franklin (1706-
1790) and Washington (1732-1799), was also a Freemason. 
 
     The number of elements extracted from “The Song of the Good Man” and inserted into 
Fontane’s “twin ballads” is rather amazing.  Consider The Tay Bridge: Where did the bridge 
keeper and his wife and son in “The Tay Bridge” come from?  The small tollhouse on the 
endangered bridge in “The Song of the Good Man” has been transported from the Alps60 to a 
new setting in Scotland!  The little family, threatened by the advancing storm, has traveled in 
time from the 18th to the 19th century.  The “child” is now older and has charge of the train 
about to pass over the Tay Bridge.  Whether “Johnny” has truly “grown up” is far from clear, 
as he is incapable of grasping the danger his train and the passengers on board face.  Bürger’s 
18th -century ballad of the wild storm and the collapsing bridge has been transferred to a 
different context and given new life.  The entire historic event of December 28th, 1879 
(transmuted to Christmas Eve) becomes a poetic fusion of two great literary traditions, 
William Shakespeare and Gottfried August Bürger.  The witches, borrowed from 
Shakespeare’s Macbeth

61, succeed with their half-truths (“equivocation”62
) in leading Johnny 

(as they did Macbeth before him) into temptation.  Macbeth was promised the crown.  As a 
result, he lost both his soul and his life.  Johnny was promised the mastery of Technology 
over Nature.  Unsuspecting, he forfeited his life.63  The historical event, the actual collapse of 
the Tay Bridge, serves as Poetry’s Handmaid.64   
 
     In “John Maynard”, the brave (and “good”) helmsman “wears the crown” and inherits 
everlasting fame and eternal life.  Here “The Song of the Good Man” assumes the form of a 
song of high praise of the role model of the “Good Man”.  “The Song of the Good Man” 
pervades Fontane’s “John Maynard” right down to the tolling church bells:  In Fontane, “The 

bells ring out, their notes all fly /From churches and chapels to heaven on high;” 65 in Bürger, 
the Song and the church bells fuse into one as the anonymous narrator pleads with the Song 
(personified): 
 

When will you ring out – oh song of the man so good, 

Like a mighty organ resounding and church bells rung. 

Go ahead! Tell us his name!  It’s time you should! 

Oh song sublime, when shall that name be sung? 

 
The anxious questioning and insistent demand make it apparent that the “Song of Praise” has 
its own existence and wields the power to create the “Good Man”, as in the Gospel according 
to St. John (1:14): “And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his 

glory, the glory of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth.”  But the Song also 
has a second, and even more important function:  Its raison d’!tre is to move its listener to 
join the Song of Praise and, experience, in so doing, inner purification (i.e., catharsis66).   
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Bürger not only gave Fontane a new role model, a new concept of what was truly noble in 
human nature; he also gave Fontane a theory as to how poetry could contribute to the 
betterment of mankind: 
 

Wise men believe that poetry is capable not only of flattering the hearts and 

minds of privileged nobility, but also of maximizing essential powers of human 

nature for the cultivation and enjoyment of that which is both beautiful and 

good.  
Preface to Bürger’s 1789 Edition of Poems

67
 

 

The repeated question in Bürger’s ballad, “Who is the good man?”, undergoes a 
metamorphosis to become: “Who is John Maynard?”  Fontane’s Epilogue (which is already 
heralded by the Chorus in the Prologue:  “He died for us”

68) is nowhere to be found in any of 
the American or British renderings.  The “coffin”, the “grave”, the “golden script in the 

marble stone”, the “funeral procession”, a whole city hushed in reverent silence69
, here the 

reader discovers a completely new dimension, which exhibits Fontane’s poetic craftsmanship 
in transforming the legend of “John Maynard” from a tale of one man’s struggles to a hymn of 
all mankind.  For Maynard’s impact was not merely upon the survivors of the Swallow.  On 
the contrary, “ten thousand or more,” the entire population of Buffalo, pay their final respects 
from the bottom of their hearts to John Maynard:  “He saved our lives.  He wears the crown / 

He died for us, our love, his renown.  John Maynard.”  It is not merely that John Maynard 
now wears the crown of eternal life (in sharp contrast to an unscrupulous Macbeth or a 
gullible Johnny), but that the inhabitants of Buffalo have also been “saved” or – expressed 
more accurately – “transformed” by the example of the brave helmsman.  That which began 
as a simple song of one determined and brave individual (as in the American and British 
versions) has gathered in intensity and been uplifted to a mighty celestial chorus, which, over 
ten thousand strong, proclaims the birth of a New Man and a New Society.70  Here the reader 
catches a glimpse of the high art of the poet as well as his “prophetic” vision.71  A wave of 
empathy and love pervades the city just as it pervades the heart of each inhabitant.  The 
citizens of Buffalo (recall that Bürger’s name stands for “citizen”72) are prepared to “go 
through fire and water” for one another to achieve a “New World”, a better world.73

 

 

     German and Anglo-American literature and history have a long tradition of searching for 
and identifying the “Good Man”.  Fontane gave him new life on Lake Erie.  Only one 
question remains:  Given the geographical, historical and literary propensities of a great poet, 
where – exactly – is “Buffalo”, the destination of the flying Swallow?  Is this North American 
city really so far away from the German homeland?  The answer:  Buffalo is the place where a 
man’s character is more important than his social status;  it is where a safe harbor awaits us;  
it is where we can raise our voices in songs of praise;  it is where we are still prepared to fight 
for our fellow man to our last dying breath;  and finally, Buffalo is where a new age has 
dawned, because the “Song of the Good Man” rings out in the heart and soul of each and 
every one of us.  
 

      

Annotations: 

 

1   The annotations provided attempt, wherever possible, to refer the reader to online 

     sources.  Abbreviations have been used to simplify the search.   

 

a) JMHP :  The John Maynard Home Page by Anne Huberman (Buffalo, New York)  
http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/maynard.html  
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JMHP is designed to offer graphic online access to the “Maynard” legend, whose roots 
are deeply embedded in American and British culture but whose underlying “message” 
was wrought to poetic perfection in Germany.  In 1996, Mrs. Huberman’s daughters, 
Julie and Amy Huberman, provided the very first translation of Theodor Fontane’s 
“John Maynard” into English.  Mrs. Huberman, now a retired librarian, deserves special 
recognition and this writer’s sincere thanks for her untiring dedication to strengthening 
German-American cultural ties. 

 
b) MoA: A special word of thanks is due to Cornell University’s “Making of America”   

online library, perhaps the user-friendliest in existence:  
http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/moa/   This online library opens the door to the cultural 
history of 19th-century America. 
MoA URLs are generally four to five lines in length.  The notation JMHP (MoA) 
means that an article or excerpt which was discovered in MoA is also to be found in 
JMHP, where the one-line URLs are considerably easier for the reader to negotiate.  

 

c) GS1: George Salomon, “Wer ist John Maynard?  Fontanes tapferer Steuermann und  
sein amerikanisches Vorbild”, Fontane Blätter, (Potsdam, Germany: Fontane Archives,  
1965), No. 2, pp. 25-40.  A landmark in “John Maynard” research.  JMHP: 
http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/Salomon/S-M1.htm  
Translated into English by Norman Barry:  JMHP 

      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/SalomonEnglish.pdf 
 
d) GS2: George Salomon: “John Maynard of Lake Erie: The Genesis of a Legend”,  

Niagara Frontier, Autumn 1964, vol. 11, no. 3, pp. 73-86, 104. Essential for source 
material cited by Salomon in GS1.  JMHP: 
http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/LegendGenesis.pdf 
 

e) FBI: [Editorial Staff], “Weiteres zu ‘John Maynard’: Der Schiffsname ‘Schwalbe’”, 
Fontane Blätter, (Potsdam, Germany: Fontane Archives, 1967), 1967, No. 4, pp. 153- 
154, 156.  JMHP 
http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/SwallowGerman.pdf 
The connection between Fontane and Emil Rittershaus is definitively established. 
Translated into English by Norman Barry: JMHP 
http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/SwallowEnglish.pdf 

 

f)  HFA: (Hanser Fontane Edition), Werke, Schriften, Briefe [originally entitled Sämtliche  

     Werke].  Walter Keitel and Helmuth Nürnberger, Editors, (Munich: Hanser, 1962 –  
     1997) 

 
    g)  “!”: Used for op. cit., but providing the number of the original footnote in bold type.. 
 

     (All translations from German into English are the author’s unless otherwise stated.) 
 
2    GS1 and GS2 

 
3    FB1 

 
4    “What the Sea Gives Up”, The Buffalo Democrat  (Buffalo, New York,. August 17th,  
      1854).  Reprinted in Littell’s Living Age, Vol. 42, Issue 540 (Boston, New York, and   
      Philadelphia:  Littell, Son and Company, September 23rd, 1854), p. 608.  JMHP (MoA): 
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      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/Thirteen.pdf 
together with a short online review of the article by Norman Barry: “Thirteen Years     
Afterwards: The Buffalo Democrat Remembers” (2007).  As will be seen, this is only one 
of a number of documents that challenge the thesis of a “historical core” to the 
“Maynard” legend. 

 
5    GS1, p. 30. 
 
6    The newspaper report in The Niagara Courier - Extra from August 12th, 1841 is online in   
      English and in German (translated by Jochen Schmidtke), 
      JMHP: http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/1841.html 
      The exact number of casualties and survivors was never ascertained. Cf.  William  

      Ratigan, Great Lakes Shipwrecks & Survivals, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. 
      Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1960, 3rd edition, 4th printing, April 1980), p. 192: “In the 
      final estimates, minimum loss of life was put at one hundred, with a possible maximum of 
      250.  Consensus places the toll at 175, a figure surpassed only by the Phoenix in Lake  

Michigan six years later and the G. P. Griffith in Lake Erie nine years later.” 

 
7    GS1,  p. 30; and p. 39 for Salomon’s footnote 10:  Steamboat Disasters and Railroad  

Accidents in the United  States (Worcester, Massachusetts: 1st edition Dorr, Howland & 
Co., 1842; 2nd edition Warren Lazell, 1946 [sic].  
     The correct date of the second (“revised”) edition, 1846, is provided in GS2, cf. 
footnotes 5 and 17.  Salomon’s “fusion theory”, which represents the only feasible 
interpretation of the legend, is also to be found in GS2, p. 79.  

       Whether the  anonymous British writer really had access to the volume Salomon so  
  boldly cites, is another matter and will probably never be substantiated.  Under the  
  assumption that Salomon’s hunch is correct, then the original version of “John Maynard”  
  was composed (probably in Britain) between 1842 and its appearance in the Buffalo  

      Commercial Advertiser on September 12th, 1845.  The first edition would then have been  
      the writer’s source.  Unfortunately, the anonymous volume cited by Salomon has not been  
      located by this writer for further collaboration. 

       For a dramatic firsthand account by a passenger on board the Phoenix, cf. John  

  Warner Barber, Historical Collections of the State of New York: being a general  

      collection of the most interesting facts, biographical sketches, varied descriptions, &c 

      relating to the past and present: with geographical descriptions of the counties, cities, and 

      principal villages throughout the state. (New York City: Clark Austin & Co., 1851), .p.  
      394. JMHP (MoA): 
      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/Phoenix.html 

 

8    Mark Twain, Life on the Mississippi, (Norwalk, Connecticut: The Easton Press, 1972, 
      reprint 1979), p. i (Publisher’s Preface). 
 
9    Ibid., pp.. 284-285.  For the complete excerpt, cf. Norman Barry, “The Mysterious 
Swallow in Theodor Fontane’s ‘John Maynard’”, 2005 (updated August 2007), pp.. 7-8. 
JMHP: http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/MysteriousSwallow.pdf 
 
10  GS2, p.. 78.  From Buffalo Commercial Advertiser,  Sept. 12, 1845.  Interestingly, 
      Salomon does not refer to the mistaken identity of the helmsman in GS1, p. 29. 

 
11  Although it is true that only one woman was reported among the survivors of 
      the Erie disaster, the circumstances of her rescue do not correspond with those described 
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      in Rittershaus’s ballad.  Mrs. Lynde (neither a German name nor a German immigrant –  
      she was from Milwaukie) was the only passenger to receive a life jacket.  Captain Titus  
      also gave her an oar to cling to, according to The Niagara Courier – Extra.  Ratigan  
      offers a different version: “ A kind-hearted Negro” swam up to Mrs. Lynde and gave her   
      the oar, but only after receiving Captain Titus’s consent. Furthermore, Mrs. Lynde had no  
      little boy with her.  It was also unnecessary for her to swim to the shore, for she was  
      picked up by the DeWitt Clinton.  Cf. William Ratigan !6, p. 191 and “Disaster on  
      Lake Erie!” The Niagara Courier – Extra, !6.  The characterization of the Swallow’s  
      despicably greedy and ruthless captain in “A German Heart” (and particularly his  
      bloodcurdling behavior in the life boat) in no way agrees with Captain Titus’s behavior.  It  
      should also be pointed out that Rittershaus could just as easily have drawn upon  
      the G. P. Griffith disaster of June 27th, 1850, in which German immigrants were also on  
      board.  According to Ratigan:  “In all, thirty men and the lone woman [my emphasis]  
      survived from the original passenger and crew list of 326.  Estimates vary, but at least 250  
      and perhaps 296 perished in that red hour on Lake Erie.”  It is interesting to note that  
      Ratigan mistakenly connects Alger’s “John Maynard” ballad with the ill-starred Griffith.  
      As Rittershaus does not draw upon the “Maynard” legend, it is indeed feasible that the  
      Griffith could well have been his Lake Erie source.  William Ratigan !6, p. 198. 
 
12  What the Sea Gives Up”!4 
 

13  Harry T. Peters: Currier & Ives, Printmakers to the American People.  (Garden City,  
      New York, Double Day, Doran & Co., Inc., 1942), Plate 151.  In the summer of 1970  
      during an evening meal at the historic Griswold Inn (est. 1776) in Essex, Connecticut, 
      another engraving was spotted by the author: “Loss of the Steamboat Swallow”, Lith. &  
      Pub. by J. Baillie, 118 Nassau St., N. Y.  As a result, it may be assumed that a number of  
      different illustrations of the Swallow disaster on the Hudson were produced. 
 
14 “Editor’s Drawer”, Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, Vol. 9, Issue 49 (New York City: 

Harper and Bros., June 1854), pp. 565-566. In:  JMHP (MoA):  
      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/TwoMissingLinks.pdf 
      Norman Barry: “Two Missing Links: Harper’s 1854 & The Living Age 1860: An  
      evaluation of two newly discovered ‘John Maynard’ texts”  (2006).  The unabridged text  
      of John Bartholomew Gough’s rendering in The Living Age 1860 is also appended to the  
      essay.  For the unabridged 1845 “Maynard” text, cf. GS2, pp. 75-78.   

 

15  Henry. T. Tuckerman: “The Hero of Lake Erie”,  Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, 
      Vol. 8, Issue 43 (New York City: Harper and Bros., Dec. 1853), pp. 76-77.  For a  
      sampling of the poem, cf. Norman Barry, !9, p. 1.  Perry’s decisive victory over the 
      British fleet augmented the self-esteem of the fledgling republic.  Numerous monuments   
      and cities named after Perry bear witness to his lasting fame.  Perry's Victory and 
      International Peace Memorial, ( http://www.nps.gov/pevi/ ) is especially noteworthy: 
      Here Perry’s victory has undergone a reinterpretation to signify the enduring ties of  
      friendship between the United Kingdom, Canada and the United States. 

 
16  Horatio Alger, Jr., who was from Massachusetts, arbitrarily chose to portray his John  
      Maynard as “Eastern-born” in his ballad. Cf. GS2, p. 83 (5th stanza, line 35).   
 
17  Cf. John Warner Barber, ! 7, p.191, for the Great New York Fire of 1835: 
      “A detachment of marines from the navy-yard under Lieut. Reynolds, and of sailors under   
      Capt. Mix of the navy, arrived on the spot at two o’clock in the morning.  They rendered  
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      most valuable service.  The gunpowder brought from the magazine [my emphasis] at Red  
      hook [sic] was partly under their charge.”  The editor of a New York magazine may well  
      have had this (or a similar) local event in the back of his mind when inventing Maynard’s  
      removal of a keg of gunpowder in Massachusetts.  JMHP (MoA): Appendix II, pp. 11- 
      12, in: http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/TwoMissingLinks.pdf  
 
18  The first 35 lines (Buffalo harbor scene) are missing in the 1854 version. 
 
19  For the 1854 version, cf. !14,  JMHP (MoA).  Fontane himself mentions neither a 
      month nor the season. 

 

20  GS2, p. 79: “The Helmsman of Lake Erie” appears to have been quickly forgotten, but not 
      until it had been noticed and the survival of the Maynard legend assured by a once famous 
      man, John Bartholmew Gough (1817-1886).” 
      Also, GS1, p. 31: “As far as is known, ‘The Helmsman of Lake Erie’ was not reprinted in  
      the years following 1845.  Before the story had been completely forgotten, however, a  
      pulpit orator [my emphasis] by the name of John Bartholomew Gough (1817-1886), 
      famed for his espousal of temperance, presented the story in a more enduring version.” 
 
21  The importance of the legend for the pulpit should not be overlooked.  Apart from 

Salomon designating John Bartholomew Gough a “pulpit orator” !20,  Horatio Alger, Jr. 
constitutes another example of the popularity of the legend in the context of the church.  
Alger first heard the story of “John Maynard” at the Five Points Mission in New York 
City in the summer of 1886.  Alger had attended “a children’s service.”  When he  

      inquired as to where he might find the text, he was referred to “a weekly religious paper of  
      recent date in the reading room of the Young Men’s Christian Association.”  Cf. Horatio  

      Alger, Jr., “How I Came to Write ‘John Maynard’”, The Writer, (Boston, Massachusetts:  
      The Writer, Inc., 1895), pp. 182-183.  
      Cf. JMHP for a transcription of the article: 
      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/Alger.pdf and 
      JMHP for a scan of the original Writer article: 
      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/Writer.pdf 
 
22  GS1, p. 30. 

 
23  “Given name”, Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia:   
      http://en.wikipedia.org/?title=Given_name 
 
24  Margaret Prentice:  “Christian Names in Wantage in 1861”. In: “The Blowing 
      Stone”, Autumn 1988:  
http://www.wantage.com/museum/Local_History/Christian%20Names%20in%20Wantage%20in
%201861.pdf 
 
25  “Baby Names World”:  www.babynamesworld.com 
 
26  “Surname: Maynard”: 
      http://www.surnamedb.com/surname.aspx?name=Maynard 
 
27  “The Internet Surname Database”: U.S. Census Bureau, Surname Frequency: 
      http://www.census.gov/genealogy/names/dist.all.last 
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28  “Maynard Surname Distribution”, Hamrick Software.  Changes in distribution and 
      frequency of surnames are illustrated on a map of the United States for the years 1850,  
      1880, 1920 and 1990: 

http://www.hamrick.com/names/names.cgi?surname=Maynard&year=1850&type=ht
ml   

29  H. W. Brands, The First American: The Life and Times of Benjamin Franklin (New  
      York: Doubleday, a division of Random House, Inc., 2000; paperback edition (New  
      York: Anchor Books, March 2002), p. 23: As Ben’s father Josiah “frowned on his son’s   
      poetic efforts,….the boy abandoned balladic Grub Street for more respectable precincts of 
      prose.” 
 
30  Robert Louis Stevenson in his famed Treasure Island, Ch. 6, (put out 1881-1882 in the  

Young Folks Magazine only a few years before Fontane’s “John Maynard”), plays with 
meiosis when he reduces Blackbeard (the quintessence of evil) to the harmlessness of a 
“baby” when comparing him to the bloodthirsty Flint.  Here again, Maynard is not even 
mentioned. 

 
31  A tantalizing question is whether Maynard’s advanced years in the 1845 rendering could 

have been either a conscious or subconscious allusion to the “ancient” Robert Maynard of 
1718. 

 
32  “An Historic Disaster: Burning of the Erie off Silver Creek Fifty-two Years Ago,” Buffalo  
      Daily Courier, August 13th, 1893, p. 9.  Translated into German by Jochen Schmidtke of   
      Paderborn, Germany. E-mail: pilger@zitmail.uni- paderborn.de 
      JMHP: http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/hist.html 
 
33  Frederick J. Shepard:  “Myths of the Great Lakes”, The Express, September 1st, 1912: 
      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/myth.html (Translated into  
      German by Jochen Schmidtke,  pilger@zitmail.uni- paderborn.de). 
 
34  John Miller: History of Erie County, 1908, pp. 663-664:  
      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/blila.html  
      Andrew Blila’s dates create a problem: 1831-1919.  Although the text states that the boy  
      was thirteen years old when he worked as a call boy on the Erie, it is now certain that  
      Andrew’s true age was only ten. The Home Page of the Blileys (originally “Blila” from 
      Baden-Württemberg, Germany) confirms that Andrew Blila was indeed only ten: 
      http://www.bliley.net/family/downloads/Bliley-CA%26MJM_History/Bliley 
      CA%26MJM_Family.pdf 
 
35  John Miller, ibid. The question as to the reliability of a ten-year-old as an eyewitness on  

the Erie is, of course, justified. Young Andrew was only ten, and not thirteen as has often 
been asserted.  In his own description of his lightning escape, the time span before he hit 
the water was extraordinarily short – “only five seconds”.  It is doubtful whether the boy 
could even have seen the wheelsman on duty, let alone taken the time to look.  Miller 
provides confirmation: “Mr. Blila speaks of the circumstance with reluctance, partly for 
the reason that, notwithstanding the startling character of that tragic event, so little of the 
details of the scene can be recalled.  As a matter of fact he saw but very little of it.”  
Consequently, Blila’s eyewitness “testimony” as provided in Shephard’s article !33 was 
probably based on hearsay:  

[Fuller] stood manfully by the wheel with blistered face and charred clothing until the 

steering roped had burned and rendered the wheel useless.  Then, the last man to 
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leave the steamer, making his exit on the windward side of the wheelhouse, he cast off 

a fender, slid down the lanyard by which it was secured, cut the rope with his 

jackknife and clung to the floating fender until he was picked up…. 
      Jerome McBride’s heart-rending efforts to save the boy’s life, even at the cost of his own,  
      are heroic, and perhaps even more understandable, given the boy’s age. It is also  
      reasonably certain that a ten-year-old would not be capable of inventing his role 
      as a call boy and that, if he had, such a whopper of a tale would hardly have been taken  

seriously.  It is quite possible that Andrew Blila’s assertion that Luther Fuller survived  
was – given his tender age at the time of the disaster – based on hearsay and opinions  
shared by many of his elders.  However, the possibility that at a much later date Blila  
actually did see Luther Fuller cannot be ruled out. 

 
36  GS2, p. 74.  Source: (Salomon’s footnote 8 in GS2) “Express, August 17 (reprinted from  
      Advertiser, August 12), italics in the original.  Also in Herald, August 16.”   
      The complete texts are not included in GS2. 
 
37  GS1, p. 31: 
. Among numerous other scenes involving distress at sea and ultimate rescue, he 

at some time managed to get hold of “The Helmsman of Lake Erie.”  He 

transformed the story into a simple little anecdote for a talk, apparently aimed 

at children.  Although a good deal was either deleted or simplified, that which 

he did retain remained basically faithful to the original, and in some instances 

passages were almost quoted verbatim.   
      Gough’s response to this sort of comment is to be found in John B. Gough, Sunlight and  

      Shadow. (Hartford, Connecticut, A. D. Worthington and Company, 1882), pp. 353-354:   
It has been said, “Gough is a mere story-teller.”  That may be true in a certain 

sense, so far as my temperance speeches are concerned.  I have no wish to 

defend myself from any such silly charge as that.  When I first began, I only 

told a story.  I had no literature, no scientific knowledge, no beautiful thoughts 

clothed in beautiful language.  I had a story to tell, and I told it.  It was a story 

of privation, of suffering;  a story of struggle, and final victory;  a story of 

gloom and brightness;  a story of life;  a story of hope and despair;  a story of 

God’s mercy;  a story every word of which I felt in the deepest depths of my 

own soul.  Yes, I am a story-teller!   

 
38 GS1, p. 35.  It is rather amazing that contemporary German research obstinately tends to 

ignore Gough’s role in the “John Maynard” legend.  Cf. Philipp Frank, Theodor Fontane 

und die Technik. (Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann, 2005), p. 54 and footnote 130.  
Although Frank correctly refers the reader to the very same page (GS1. p. 35), he asserts 
that, according to Salomon, “John [sic] Alger’s ballad in all probability” is Fontane’s 
source! 

 
39  Horatio Alger, Jr., !21. 
 
40  GS1, p. 33 and GS2, p. 82. 
 
41 a) “John Maynard”, The Living Age, Vol. 67, Issue 856, (Boston, Littell, Son & Co.,  
          October 27th, 1860), p.. 213.  JMHP (MoA), Appendix B: 
          http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/TwoMissingLinks.pdf 
      b) The British Workman (London, England: S. W. Partridge, No. 107, November 1863),  
           pp. 425-428. 
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           JMHP: http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/Workman.pdf   
           The title “British Workman” brings a letter to mind that Fontane wrote to James Morris  
           on February 22nd, 1896.  Instead of concentrating on a possible Marxist undertone, the   

     reader should regard the letter in light of Fontane’s sensitivity to the forces of social  
    change at work before the turn of the century. The seventy-six-year-old Fontane wrote:   
    “Everyone’s interest is turning to the fourth estate.  The bourgeoisie is terrible, and the  
     nobility and clergy are outmoded – it’s always the same old thing.  The New World, a  
     better world, must first begin with the fourth estate [i.e., the working class].  The  
     assertion would still be legitimate, even if only intentions and first attempts were     
     meant.  But that is not the case. What the working class thinks, says and writes has  
     actually surpassed what the old ruling class thinks, says and writes.  It’s all much more  
     genuine, truer, more full of life.  They, the workers, tackle everything from a new  
     perspective; not only do they have new goals, they also have new methods.”  In: Hans- 

     Heinrich Reuter,  Fontane, vol. 2, (Berlin: Verlag der Nation, 1968), p. 794. 
 
42  J. B. Gough died in the same year in which Fontane’s “John Maynard” was published. 

The following article, an obituary, gives insights into the genius of the man:  Professor 

Edwards A. Park, D. D.: “Distinctive Traits of John B. Gough”, The New England 

Magazine (and Bay State Monthly), Vol. V. No. 1, November 1886, pp. 3-6.  JMHP 

(MoA):  http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/Other.html : 
      Remarks to be read at the memorial service for John Gough, "Distinctive Traits of John B. 
Gough," 1886 
 
43  GS2, footnote 24: for a listing of readers and oration books in the 1870’s and 1880’s. 
 
44  The “John Maynard” issue of the The British Workman was discovered in eBay.  The 

seller was Canadian.  
 

45  GS2, p. 85 and footnote 32. 
 

46 The question as to the authenticity of “Brave James Maxwell” cannot be answered 
conclusively.  There were, however, very few shipwrecks off the Galway coast.  Cf. 
[Anonymous], “Shipwrecks and Life-boats”, The People’s Magazine, Vol. IX, No. XLIX, 
(England: Exact place of publication and name of publishing co. unknown, January 1st, 
1872), p. 53:  “We have now before us a wreck chart of the British Islands for 1870, 
compiled from the Board of Trade Register, showing also the present life-boat stations of 
the Royal Life-boat Institution which has published it.  It is a very interesting and 
instructive document, being simply an outline map of the United Kingdom, with a black 
dot for every wreck.  There are hardly any dots on the west coast of Ireland, which is 
skirted by no trade,….”  (The original issue of The People’s Magazine is in the author’s 
private collection.) 

 
47  Fontane spares the reader such a lurid description, which his American precedents 

embraced with almost sadistic relish.  While the witches in “The Tay Bridge” go about 
their journalistic research into the “agony” and “number” of casualties, John Maynard’s 
“agony” is masterfully left up to the reader to define – the High Art of leaving sufficient 
space for the “blind” reader to paint his own picture. 

 
48  The final page of The British Workman (!41b, p. 428) has a delightful autobiographical 
anecdote and accompanying cartoon Gough surely identified with: 
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Jack and his Hard Lump 
     “Halloo, Jack!  Halloo!  Won’t you have a glass this cold morning?”  cried a tavern-keeper 
to a jolly Jack Tar who was smartly stepping along the road. 
     Jack had formerly been a hard drinker, and had spent many a bright sovereign in the tavern 
he was now passing, but a year ago he had signed the Temperance pledge. 
     “No, landlord, no!  I can’t drink: I’ve got a hard lump at my side.  As the witty sailor said 
these words, he pressed his hand against his side, adding, “Oh, this hard lump!” 
     “It’s all through leaving off grog,” replied the landlord: “some good drink will take your 
lump away.  If you are fool enough to keep on teetotal, your lump will get bigger, and very 
likely you’ll be having a hard lump at your other side.” 
     “True!  true! old boy,” with a hearty laugh responded the merry tar, as he briskly drew out 
a bag of gold from his side-pocket, and held it up to the publican’s gaze:  “This is my hard 
lump.  You are right in saying that if I drink, my lump will go away, and if I stick to teetotal I 
shall have a bigger lump.  Good-bye to you, landlord.  By God’s help I’ll keep out of your net, 
and try to get a hard lump on BOTH sides!” 
 

 
 

 
49  The British Workman !41b, p. 428, 4th column. 
 
50  Fontane read the account in the Vossische Zeitung of December 30th, 1879, two days after 

the tragedy had occurred. On January 10th, 1880, his ballad, “The Tay Bridge” appeared in 
Die Gegenwart. Cf. HFA, vol. 6 (1964), p. 953, footnote to p. 285. 
It should be noted that Fontane himself was not simply a reader of the Vossische 
newspaper: 

“The Vossische Zeitung (more precisely: ‘(Königlich Privilegierte) Berlinische Zeitung von 
Staats- und Gelehrten Sachen’) was the well known liberal German newspaper that 
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was published in Berlin (1721–1934). Its predecessor was founded in 1704. Among the 
editors of the ‘aunt Voss’ were Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, Willibald Alexis, Theodor 
Fontane and Kurt Tucholsky.”  From: Wikipedia,  the free encyclopedia: 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vossische_Zeitung  To be more precise, Fontane was with 
the newspaper from 1870 to 1889 as a theater critic. Cf. Projekt Gutenberg-de: 

      http://gutenberg.spiegel.de/?id=19&autorid=173 
 
51 GS1, p. 37.  The lost three-page manuscript of Fontane’s most popular ballad “Herr von 

Ribbeck auf Ribbeck im Havelland” was auctioned off for 130,000 euros (ca. $180,000) 
in June 2007.  Of interest is that the manuscript clearly shows how often Fontane made 
corrections and thus allows a reconstruction of the ballad in the poet’s mind.  Although 
Fontane was obviously fast with regard to the time of composition, he was not the sort of 
poet who – in a sudden flash of enlightenment – had the inspired wording he had been 
seeking.  Due to the unexpectedly high bids placed (four times the estimated value of the 
manuscript!), the Theodor Fontane Archives in Potsdam could not acquire the manuscript 
for public display.  Cf. Rolf Schneider: “130.000 Euro für Herrn Ribbeck auf Ribbeck”, 
Die Welt, June 26th, 2007.  The brazen claim that “John Maynard” and “The Tay Bridge” 
were ballads that hardly anyone would recognize nowadays is also to be found in the 
article. 
a) Die Welt: 
http://www.welt.de/kultur/article976266/130.000_Euro_fuer_Herrn_Ribbeck_auf_Ribbec
k.html   
b) The FAZ (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung) also offered an informative article. 
Wolfgang Schneider, “Auch Fontane-Gedicht versteigert. Mit der Hand schreiben zahlt 
sich aus”, FAZ, June 26th, 2007: 
http://www.faz.net/s/Rub1DA1FB848C1E44858CB87A0FE6AD1B68/Doc~E89D38B69
25424401B3AB266BD16BBFF8~ATpl~Ecommon~Scontent.html  
Even the ballad “Herr von Ribbeck auf Ribbeck im Havelland” is not as innocent as it 
might appear.  The old squire in the ballad (Fontane himself?) senses that times are 
changing and that Prussia will soon be “as dead as the old nobleman on his estate in 
Havelland”.  Cf. Hans-Heinrich Reuter !41, p. 777.   

 
52  GS1, p. 39, footnote 13. 
 
53  “Topics of the Time”, Scribners Monthly, An Illustrated Magazine for the People, August  
      1871, p .431.  Cf. Norman Barry: “‘Jim Bludso’ by John Hay: A source worthy of the 
       famous ballad ‘John Maynard’ by Theodor Fontane?   (2005). 
      JMHP:  http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/BludsoEssay.html   
 
54  Theodore Roosevelt (1858–1919):  Letters to His Children , 1919: 37. “Vice-Mother of 
the Children”, White House, Nov. 15th, 1903:  http://www.bartleby.com/53/37.html 
 
55  Theodor Fontane:  Briefe an Georg Friedlaender.(Heidelberg: Quelle & Meyer, 1954), 

p.. 285 (Letter 236, Berlin July 8th, 1895). 
 
56  Eugen Lennhoff and Oskar Posner, Internationales Freimaurerlexikon (Vienna and 

Munich:  Amalthea-Verlag, 1980 reprint of the original Vienna/1932 edition), p. 242: 
“Bürger, Gottfried August”. 

 
57  HFA, vol. 6 (1964), p. 956, footnote to p. 285. 
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58  Recall Gough’s short appeal in The British Workman at the 
      end of the “Maynard” story: “Noble Maynard!” (p. 10 of this essay). 
 
59  Cf. Norman Barry, “Gottfried August Bürger’s ‚The Song of the Good Man’ as a Source 
      of Inspiration in both Fontane’s ‚John Maynard’ and ‚The Tay Bridge’” (2007). JMHP:  
      http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/ManneEssay.pdf 
 
60  The German “Hochgebirge” (stanza 3, line 1) refers to a high (=alpine) mountain range. 
 
61  Two examples of “sheer coincidence” deserve mention.  Fontane, in his role as a theater 
      critic, just so “happened” to attend a performance of Macbeth on December 20th, 1879 
      and had written a review of the performance for the Vossische Zeitung. Cf.. Philipp 
      Frank !38, p.49 and footnote 107.  Secondly, Gottfried August Bürger had only  
      translated one Shakespearian play into German – it was, of course, Macbeth. 
 
62  Cf. Norman Barry, “Theodor Fontane’s ‘Die Brück’ am Tay’ and ‘John Maynard’: Two 

Ballads with Similar Intent”, p. 2.  JMHP:  
http://homepage.mac.com/joel_huberman/JohnMaynard/TayEssay.pdf  

 
63  The concepts “stout-hearted” (German: “mutig”) and “overly cocky” (German: 

“übermutig”) provide a succinct characterization of the protagonists in “John Maynard” 
and “The Tay Bridge,” respectively.  The German saying “Übermut tut selten gut” (a 
triple rhyme) contains in its English equivalent the formula for a Greek tragedy: “Pride 
goes before a fall”.  It should be pointed out that Fontane’s “Tay Bridge” becomes a grand 
indictment of a naive belief in technological progress and its inevitable subjugation of 
Nature.  The actual investigation (1880) of the event revolved around faults in design, 
construction and maintenance, and problems resulting from the nature of the riverbed the 
bridge stood on.  The second Tay Bridge, completed in 1887, is still standing and in use.   
     Also the professions of the two protagonists, a railroad engineer or “engine-driver” (the 
term used in Britain) and a steamboat pilot may be interpreted allegorically in the sense of 
“paving the way,” or “pointing out the way” one should travel. 

 

64 The question, “What is more important – the historical event or its poetic significance?”, 
receives an answer in Theodor Fontane’s essay, “Walter Scott”, Der Salon für Literatur, 

Kunst und Gesellschaft, vol. VIII (Leipzig: Ernst Dohm & Julius Rodenberg, 1882), 
pp.606 - 618.  The essay is dedicated to the memory of Sir Walter Scott, on the occasion 
of the 100th anniversary of his birthday on August 15th, 1771.  Consequently, it may be 
assumed that the essay in Der Salon is a reprint from another publication.  On page 618, 
Fontane points out: “Apart from Scotland, there is hardly another small country, perhaps 
with the single exception of Switzerland, whose fortunes, since the beginning of this 
century, have so captivated and still captivate the imagination of the world. . . . . It was Sir 
Walter Scott, who unfolded for us Scotland’s history, incomparable landscape, sagas and 
traditions to such a degree that the assertion can be made that the fate of the Stuart 
Pretenders of 1715 and 1745 is now regarded as one of the best known and most popular 
chapters world history has to offer.  This is not due to the weight these things carry, but 
lies in the poetic significance which Scotland’s national poet attached to them.” 

 

65 Translated by Julie and Amy Huberman (1996). 
 

66 Although Aristotle would deny that a “catharsis” produced by a tragic drama could effect  
moral or ethical betterment in the audience, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729 – 1781) sees 
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the possibility of a “metamorphosis of deep emotions into virtuous accomplishments and, 
consequently, purification [of the soul].”  Cf. G. E. Lessing, Hamburgische Dramaturgie, 
74.-78. Stück; and H. Flashar, 1976, “Katharsis”.  In: Joachim Ritter and Karlfried 
Grüner, Editors, Historisches Wörterbuch der Philosophie. 13 vols.. (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1971-2007), vol. 4, pp. 784-785).  Lessing’s Nathan 
der Weise was regarded by Fontane as the “ripest fruit of an enlightened spirit,” and 
Fontane acknowledged that Lessing “had his roots in the soil of Realism,” or, as he put it 
yet another way,  “Lessing’s magnificent Realism has never since been attained.”  Such 
pronouncements would seem suggestive that Fontane was no stranger to Lessing’s 
analysis of the impact of tragedy.  Cf. Theodor Fontane, „Unsere lyrische und epische 
Poesie seit 1848.“ In: Jürgen Kolbe, Editor,  Theodor Fontane, Aufsätze und 

Aufzeichnungen, Aufsätze zur Literatur (Frankfurt: Ullstein 1969, pp. 40 and 42. 
 

67 Bürger, Gottfried August, Bürgers Werke in einem Band, Bibliothek deutscher Klassiker, 
(Berlin and Weimar: Aufbau-Verlag, 1990), “Preface to the 1789 Edition of Poems”, p. 
305. 
 

68 It is noteworthy that the “Good Man” in Bürger’s ballad does not die, but after risking his 
life three times leaves the scene unscathed..  The fact that he is not a martyr does not 
detract from his heroism or the nobility of his character.  The pilots Twain refers to, who 
saved their passengers’ lives yet only narrowly escaped death themselves, were no less 
praiseworthy because they survived.  This writer suspects that Fontane’s “good citizens of 
Buffalo” would have given Maynard the key to the city had he survived.   

69 A “tenzone” is a poem by two individuals engaged in debating an issue. Bernhard von 
Lepel und Theodor. Fontane composed their “tenzone” in 1854, defending “discourse” 
(Fontane) versus “silence” (von Lepel) in “Discourse Is Silver, Silence Gold: “Reden ist 
Silber, Schweigen Gold” (HFA, vol. 6,  pp. 552-555).  Fontane defends the power of Love 
and the Song and Word Sublime.  But also, as in the depiction of the mourners during the 
funeral procession in Buffalo, the power of Silence is also counted among the “felicities of 
heaven”:          

Fontane (6th stanza) 

What you feel and what you know 

Even though it be as pure as the starry night, 

By naming it, yet will it grow, 

And clothed in language, 

                 it will still shine bright. 

The Love that, trembling, could not its silence 

                                  forsake, 

Must in the end allow her melody to take wing;  

And we, thus drunk with joy and our new-found 

              courage, shall partake 

Of Love’s many cadences, which we to each  

               other so boldly sing. 

 Fontane (12th and final stanza) 
 
Silence alone does not adorn  
The Elysian Fields  A word sublime, 
A song on high is borne 
To give the divine spectacle  
                                 the proper rhyme. 
You see, Heaven’s bliss is without end 
                           in twofold way. 
Let us conclude this battle as friend to friend   
And lay down our weapons this very day. 

 

70 In Bürger’s “The Song of the Good Man,” only the anonymous narrator raises his voice in 
a song of praise at the conclusion of the ballad, although “thousands” of onlookers are 
present.  Fontane corrects this weakness and takes Bürger’s thoughts to their logical 
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conclusion by incorporating the entire city of Buffalo (“ten thousand or more”) into his 
epilogue and – not to be forgotten – his prologue.   

 
71 Hans-Heinrich Reuter !41, p. 814: “The hope of the dawning of a “New World”, a 

better world, determined the views of Fontane in his later years, even with respect to the 
most pressing questions in current affairs.  His letters – as well as dialogues in his novels 
– represent an unbroken commentary on events concomitant with the Age of Imperialism 
and, at the same time, pointing to the future possibilities of overcoming it.” 

 
72 Bürger’s untamed fighting spirit in support of free citizens against the tyranny of an 

aristocratic age was defended by Heinrich Heine.  It was Heine, who pointed out that 
Bürger in French means “citoyen” or “citizen.”  Nomen est omen. 

 

73 Although one should not play with mixed metaphors, Fontane’s Buffalo, the “safe and 
saving harbor” may legitimately be compared to Governor John Winthrop’s notion of the 
Massachusetts Bay colony as a “city on a[n] hill” (Matthew, 5:14), a city serving as a 
refuge of hope, a beacon for lost humanity , a city that offers “safe passage” into the future 
and a better world.  While Fontane depicts the city of Buffalo as a model or symbol of 
moral renewal, his friend and colleague Emil Rittershaus had, as early as 1869, advocated 
the brotherhood of nations.  It is noteworthy that in Rittershaus’s poem honoring the 100th 
anniversary of the birth of Alexander Humboldt, the world-renowned Prussian naturalist 
and explorer, the “Old World” is summoned to renew itself (line 6).  But also the “New 
World” bears the sacred responsibility to protect and promote the inviolability of 
intellectual freedom as the basic precondition for political freedom (line 8) and (it would 
seem) as a precondition for the unity of all nations (line 3).  Emil Rittershaus, “Zum 
Humboldtfest in der alten und neuen Welt”. Die Gartenlaube, No. 37, 1869, pp. 577-578.  
The poem was translated into English and recited in New York City by von Freiligrath’s 
daughter Käthchen Kroeker on the very same day that it was published in Die 

Gartenlaube.  Unfortunately, the translation provided below (part of the last stanza, p. 
578) is the author’s, not the translation Kätchen Kroeker recited: 

Yes, march on!  Away with barriers that render mankind asunder! 

Let Fraternity be the watchword; let the banner of Liberty arrive! 

In intellectual freedom, may peoples become as one!   

Our appeal to the world we thunder: 

Only in the brilliance of sunshine can the bouquet of happiness thrive! 

You Old World, break your chains and join the free! 

You Old World, renew yourself and a New World build! 

You New World, we call on you from the city surrounded by the sea: 

To safeguard your intellectual freedom that the liberty you enjoy  

will always be fulfilled!… 

                          *         *          * 
*Norman Barry (Bad Schussenried, Baden-Württemberg, e-mail: Roadrunner_run@web.de) 
is a retired Gymnasium teacher of English.  His interest in “John Maynard” goes back to the 
year 1969, when his deceased wife, Beatrix Barry, at the time a postgraduate student of 
German at the University of Western Ontario (ca. 20 miles from Lake Erie) received the 
challenging assignment from Professor Tracy, Chairman of the German Department, to shed 
light on the historical background of Fontane’s “John Maynard”.  Unfortunately, the research 
she did at the time has since been lost.   

 


